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Homophones worksheet for class 2

About this worksheet: This homophone worksheet guides the student to circle the homophone that best matches each sentence. Homophone is a word that is pronounced in the same way as another word, but has a different meaning. There are many sentences that contain homophones in this homophone worksheet.
The student must use his background vocabulary knowledge to select the homophones that best complete each sentence. This worksheet is suitable for class 1, class 2, class 3, class 4, and class 5. Click the worksheet below to view more information or to download the PDF. Their, There, they Homophones Worksheet
$1.99 View Resource To, There, they fill the Blank Homophones Worksheet $1.99 View Resource Register and get access: All Answer Keys Ad-free Premium Experience/Full Screen PDF Unlimited Access Homophone is a word that is pronounced like another word but has a different meaning. There are many
homophones in English. Some homophones are more common than others. Some common homophones are; it, two and too/there, it and they/you and you are. It is important to learn the meaning of homophones because they can be confusing because they sound the same, but have different spellings and meanings.
Use our homophones workshets below in addition to homophones practice. Here is a graphical preview for all homophone worksheets. Our homophones worksheets are free to download and easily access in PDF format. Use these homophone worksheets at school or at home. Grade K-5 Homophones Worksheets Here
is a graphical preview of all kindergarten, grade 1, grade 2, 3, 4th grade, and 5th grade homophones Worksheets. Click on the image to display our PDF worksheet. Grade 6-8 Homophones Worksheets Here is a graphical preview of all 6th grade, 7th grade, and 8th Class Homophones Worksheets. Click on the image to
display our PDF worksheet. Grade 9-12 Homophones Worksheets Here is a graphical preview of all Class 9, Class 10, Class 11, and 12Th Class Homophones Worksheets. Click on the image to display our PDF worksheet. Learn about the differences between the words of him, they and there. Select the correct word to
complete each sentence.2nd in grade 4 Decide which sentences use the word of yours and which word you have.2nd to 4th degreehomography WorksheetHomographs are words that are spelled equally but have different meanings. Sometimes they have different pronunciations too. (example: Take a bow. They bow.)
Often Confused WordsWe have dozens of worksheets teaching usually confused words. These include some homophones, such as too /to/two, hare/hair, break/brake. There are also similar sounding words like influence/effect, further/further, lay/lie, and much more. Synonyms and AntonymsLearn for synonyms and
antonyms with these worksheets. Worksheet.
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